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More felons returning to Contra Costa than anticipated
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More felons returned to Contra Costa County than originally anticipated in the
first month after the massive realignment of the state prison system.
The county's Probation Department took responsibility for 35 former state prisoners in October, 11 more than expected,
probation chief Philip Kader told local law enforcement and elected officials during a public forum at Antioch City Hall
on Wednesday afternoon.
None of those former inmates have been taken back into custody, though one did not check in with probation upon
release, Kader said.
To trim its bulging prison population and cut costs, California has shifted responsibility for punishing and rehabilitating
thousands of nonviolent felons from the state prison system to local communities.
In preparation for the added responsibility, Contra Costa's criminal justice departments created a plan to keep
communities safe and integrate lower-level offenders back into society.
Wednesday's forum, hosted by state Sen. Mark DeSaulnier, D-Concord, provided an update on efforts by the county to
adapt to the realignment and the resulting challenges.
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Contra Costa is experiencing some early hurdles in implementing its plans.
in:

County leaders reiterated to DeSaulnier that they believe the $4.6 million the state granted the county for the first nine
months of realignment is inadequate.
"Everyone working on this has been immensely cooperative, and we're doing the best we
can under the circumstances," County Administrator
David Twa said.
Advertisement
Twa said the county originally figured it would take
$12 million each year to implement the program.
County leaders also fear the state could take away
funding to house the low-level offenders.
County Supervisor Mary Nejedly Piepho, of Discovery
Bay, expressed support for a proposed 2012 ballot
measure amending the state Constitution to ensure
that money dedicated to counties for the prison shift
"could not be touched" by state legislators.
Supervisor Federal Glover, of Pittsburg, added that
Contra Costa officials created a strategic plan to
provide a host of health services and job training for
the formerly incarcerated but have no money to
implement it. Sheriff's officials say they have enough
jail space for the influx but have taken significantly
more parole violators into custody than initially
expected.
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Undersheriff Michael Casten pointed out that it's uncertain whether the figures are a trend or an anomaly because
some sentencings might have been delayed in anticipation of the realignment.
Kader said he was surprised that about 37 percent of felons handled by probation in the first month, including those
returning from prison and parole revocations, were from East Contra Costa. He surmised that likely has to do with the
region being the fastest-growing area of the county.
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Video of Wednesday's forum will be available in the next couple of days on state Sen. Mark DeSaulnier's website,
http://sd07.senate.ca.gov.
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